
Personal Effectiveness 
(Time Management)
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What are the symptoms of poor time management?
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Effective vs Efficiency

“Nothing is less productive than to make more efficient what should not be 
done at all” 

Peter Drucker



Effective vs Efficient

• Efficiency is about doing things in an optimal way, for example doing 
it the fastest or in the least expensive way. 

• It could be the wrong thing, but it was done optimally.

• Effectiveness is about doing the right task, completing activities and 
achieving goals.

• Being effective is about doing the right things, while 
being efficient is about doing things right.



Time management is really priority 
management

• In ministry we often try to do:
• Too many things
• Our favourite things
• The wrong things well

• We need to start by knowing 
• What we are working to achieve
• What the BEST Things are to achieve our goal
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Yet …Stress & Burnout is high

2011-11-23 EEMuG 6• Source: Burn Out In Church Leaders

• Parish Leaders
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The challenge: diverse endeavours

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide is simply a bubble chart of one church’s ministries at a point in time. The ministries were all GOOD but what they came to recognize is that they were trying to do to much:For their staffFor there lay leadersAnd for attendees to have a good sense of what they were trying to doThey needed to simplify their ministries to ensure they focused on the most effective ministries



Effectiveness is about doing the right things…..
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Goal - Making Disciples
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“We need a different mental picture 
of church life and ministry - one in 
which the prayerful speaking of the 
word is central, in which Christians 
are trained and equipped to minister 
God’s word to others…  and where 
people are trained and taught to be 
disciples of Christ who, in turn, seek 
to make other disciples…” 

Col Marshall & Tony Payne



Ministry Philosophy 
DNA - Processes

Processes

Out

up
People 
Prayer
Proclamation
Perseverance

(renewed mind)
Position

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Endurance. No good beginning a process and not seeing it to conclusion, even if conclusion is not what you wanted. Must end well, and chart your way out.One aspect is accountability, which is very much lacking in our world. That is the ministry philosophy model that I use ,and I think is evangelical. Explain again. 



Community Service Activity

Inspire me to  Action

Focussed on connecting with
community

Aware &
Committed

To Plan

Small
Groups

Private Devotions
Frequent

Much Personal Growth
In Past Year

Giving 10% or more of income

Invited in the
last 12 months

Always Looking
To Share Faith

Follow
Drifters Up

Most Value
Outreach

Sydney '11

Sydney '16

www.cmd.training 11• Source: NCLS16, NCLS11

• Spiritual Health Profile Sydney Diocese (2011 and 2016)

Outreach

Commitment Personal Growth

Leadership

2. Coordinating
The Work

1. Disciple Making 
Disciples

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note – Explain how to read spidergraph / 12 questions / scale/ 4 quartiles – leadership, things we do to encourage growth, the sorts of things disciples would do (give, share faith, invite), and commitment to evangelismhigh regard for leaders (even if they don’t think they are fantastic leaders)This correlates with the fact that in these churches generally the services and preaching is at least ok / reasonable (NB not huge gaps)So leaders are well respected … yet for some reason only 43% are able to say they are both aware and committed to the plan (mission & vision, objectives) of the church. This is troubling…What is going on here? Surely the plan for the church is neither rocket science nor hard for a Christian to get on board with (Go make disciples of all nations in the name of our Lord Jesus). Maybe we are confusing people with what we are on about?We have about 2/3 of people in church in small groups. This is terrific and makes small groups a huge asset if they are aligned with the Gospel and the overall church plan. But if they are not aligned it makes them a huge liability doesn’t it? (I wonder .. Are you small groups helping or hindering your church?)Well despite having 2/3 of people in small groups for some reason only 2 in 5 (43%) are able to say that they are spending time in devotion most days in the weekPerhaps this is why only about 1/3 of people can say that they have experience “much growth in faith due to this congregation” over the past 12 monthsMaybe not surprising that only about ¼ can say they give 10% or more regularly (overestimate). 2/5 have actually invited someone in last 12 months, 1 in 5 looking for opportunities to share their faith… and we are typically very low in reaching outside our church.By the way do you know which question of all the questions best correlates with increased level of “newcomers” (as defined by people who were not in ANY church 5 years ago)?..... Have actually invited someone to church … (not rocket science)Our question was “is there one question or area that would seem to be more important to be effective in Christian Ministry” and we hypothesised, informed by our knowledge of the scriptures, that the question at 6 o’clock would be the one – people who were growing in their faith, In their love for Jesus, might be what we would want to see. So we investigated this more and looked at all people (across the Sydney Diocese – 30,000 people = ½ of Sydney Anglicans did the NCLS survey) and how they answered this question and then how they answered the three questions in the bottom left. What we found might be expected ….



Impact of “a strong commitment to the vision / direction”

12
• ICLS 4 Nations Data (NCLS), 

"survey data reveals an important fact: the churches that grew were not those where the 
leadership produced a vision, but where attenders responded well to the vision and adopted it as 

their own." Enriching Church Life 2012
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is work by the NCLS to understand the correlation of people being aware and committed to the vision / plan and the church level of newcomers (which is missional growth) and the church’s attendance. You can see that just low levels of commitment (1/4) are correlated with growth.We must make sure that people are on Board with what we are about in church so that they can jump on Board. People need to understand our purpose is to make real disciples of Jesus Christ who make other real disciples. We are serious in this endeavour to live out Christ’s mission



• Correlation with Sharing Faith, Invitation and Giving

• Source: NCLS 2011 Sydney Anglican

Growth in Faith
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• Summary of eight years of research into the spiritual lives of more than 100,000 people. 

• Consistent across all of these individual studies is the finding that engaging the Bible four 
or more times a week is the strongest and most reliable predictor of spiritual growth.

14
Centre for Biblical Engagement (C4be.org) August 2012, n= 108,196

A study looking at the impact of regular personal bible reading 
on life

Increased likelihood of Fruit

• Giving financially to a church +416%
• Memorizing scripture +407%
• Discipling others +231%
• Sharing their faith with others +228%
• Giving financially to causes other than their 

church +218%

Reduced likelihood of giving in to 
temptation

• Drinking to excess -62% 
• Viewing pornography -59% 
• Having sex outside marriage -59% 
• Gambling -45% 
• Lashing out in anger -31% 



Invest in Disciplers

Senior Pastor Lay Leaders
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second area of focus was on leaders – on you. Why? Because leadership is impactful – either for good or for badYou may have seen this data on the left. It is from over 30 Sydney Anglican Senior Pastors who were asked how much time they spend in PERSON devotion each week – and then comparing it to the 5 year growth of their parish. Now we need to be careful because these are just correlations – not necessarily causation … but the statisticians in the room a R squared correlation of 83% is very highAs churches increase in size the leadership function becomes spread over many more lay people who have either a positive or negative impact on individuals. So we have come to learn that Effective ministry under God requires a commitment to discipling & equipping disciplers as a priority – who will in turn take on the burden of the closer maturing and reaching of disicples.



  

  

    

Visitors

Sources: ABS, NCLS06, ACS98 16

•

1,170

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show this slide to simply remind you that we have an extraordinary nominal culture in most Sydney churches which expresses itself in slack commitment / or at least prioritisation to attendance. There are something like 3 times the number of people in most churches who are not their on Sunday but call this their church. You and I know this is a maturity problem. If we could just get a 1/3 of these people to turn up weekly we would double the size of our services.



Basic Organisational
thinking….

www.cmd.training / www.effectiveministry.org 17



Why make such a deal about 
small groups?
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People in Growth Groups are more 
likely to be at church
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know that people who attend GG are more likely to be there on Sunday. These numbers vary from 50% higher for men up to twice as likely – depending on the church



Leadership

www.cmd.training 20

A Strategist would highlight 3 areas of focus

For profound Cultural embodiment

Services

Growth Groups

Do What I Say
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Small Groups:

www.cmd.training 24

Settings Low Medium High

A. Leaders

Clear model articulated / shared

Selected / recruited

Trained and mentored

B. Core 
Elements

Word / prayer / one another

Mission / service orientation

Synchronised teaching

C. Quality
Sunset understanding

Regular evaluation

Purposeful agenda not 
mandatory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other this we know is that most people in our churches are going to two things – the Sunday services and Growth Groups. We spend lots of time on discipling through the word in services – but we give a small focus on whether small groups are actually reinforcing the disciple making focus of our church. Our experience is that stereotypically small groups in our evangelical churches are not bad – almost everyone reads Gods Word and does some prayer – but very few are actively reinforcing a purpose to intentionally make and grow disciples. In some cases GGs are actually working against the purposes of the church!This slide is a slide on best practice for another day – but because GGs are so well representative and can be so impactful – this area is a key area of focus for those focussing on effective ministry



Children and Youth

25

Weak Where Are You?                                 Very Good                      
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. Disciple-making  focus O O O O O O O O O O

2. Parental engagement  & 
partnership O O O O O O O O O O

3. Intergenerational 
engagement O O O O O O O O O O

4. Youth / children active 
disciple makers O O O O O O O O O O

5. Youth / children serving O O O O O O O O O O

6. Managing transitions O O O O O O O O O O

7. Training, equipping, 
supporting  leaders O O O O O O O O O O

8. Ministers involved O O O O O O O O O O

Goal = Confident, Well Trained Disciple Making Disciples

www.cmd.training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A key measure of growth in effective churches is simply our kids and their friends growing up into adult Christians. The sad thing is that more than ½ of kids don’t make the transition.Effective churches focus intentionally on making disciple making disciples of children and youth who will stand the test of leaving school etc and flourish



  

  

    

Visitors

Sources: ABS, NCLS06, ACS98 26

•

1,170

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show this slide to simply remind you that we have an extraordinary nominal culture in most Sydney churches which expresses itself in slack commitment / or at least prioritisation to attendance. There are something like 3 times the number of people in most churches who are not their on Sunday but call this their church. You and I know this is a maturity problem. If we could just get a 1/3 of these people to turn up weekly we would double the size of our services.



Will Visitors return? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course we want to reach out and invite, we need to be effective in reaching the people (even the churched) who move into our suburb all the time.To be effective we wish to be able to let those who move into our suburb that we are here. Even more we want to share Christ to themBut when they walk in our door on Sunday do we encourage them to hear more by welcoming them well or do we encourage them to never come back by our rudeness / lack of care.The truth is most churches are friendly …… to insiders….. And need to work VERY HARD and intentionally to be friendly to outsiders.Effective ministry focusses both on evangelism and on ensuring that welcoming is caring and provides a platform for following up and  integrating people easily. Again – that is another whole workshop



A Coordinated Response

www.cmd.training / www.effectiveministry.org
28Sources: Literature search, Field interviews, Work shops

Stages / Steps None Acknowledge Engage Triage Own

Before the 
service
First 10 minutes
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Greeters

Ushers

In the pew
Last 10 minutes

Visitor Card

Pathway

Pew Missionaries

After church
Next 36 hours

Staff Call

Attendee Invitation

Discipling Relationship / Group

Best Practice Norm
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• As A Newcomer What Was Your First Visit?

2016-09 Effective Ministry (TS) 29• Adjusted for non-participants
Source: Mission Under The Microscope
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Ordinary People make a difference

2011-11-23 EEMuG 30• Note: since attenders could select two responses, percentages may not add up to 100%

• Source: Mission Under The Microscope 

•

• How were you successfully made to feel welcome?

An ATTENDER spoke to 
me



Q. Do you agree or disagree: “Jesus’s resurrection from 
the dead was an actual historical event”?

31• Source: 2016 Australian Community Survey by NCLS Research (n = 1,258)
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18 17 35 12 18

Resurrection is historical

Strongly agree Agree Neutral / unsure Disagree Strongly disagree

35% Agree 35% Unsure 30% Disagree



A surprising number who DON’T go to church 
might say “yes”!

2011-11-23 EEMuG 32• Source: 2018 Australian Community Survey by NCLS Research (n = 1,200)
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Yes Unsure No



Community Service Activity

Inspire me to  Action

Focussed on connecting with
community

Aware &
Committed

To Plan

Small
Groups

Private Devotions
Frequent

Much Personal Growth
In Past Year

Giving 10% or more of income

Invited in the
last 12 months

Always Looking
To Share Faith

Follow
Drifters Up

Most Value
Outreach

Sydney '11

Sydney '16

www.cmd.training 33• Source: NCLS16, NCLS11

• Spiritual Health Profile Sydney Diocese (2011 and 2016)

Outreach

Commitment Personal Growth

Leadership

2. Coordinating
The Work

1. Disciple Making 
Disciples

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note – Explain how to read spidergraph / 12 questions / scale/ 4 quartiles – leadership, things we do to encourage growth, the sorts of things disciples would do (give, share faith, invite), and commitment to evangelismhigh regard for leaders (even if they don’t think they are fantastic leaders)This correlates with the fact that in these churches generally the services and preaching is at least ok / reasonable (NB not huge gaps)So leaders are well respected … yet for some reason only 43% are able to say they are both aware and committed to the plan (mission & vision, objectives) of the church. This is troubling…What is going on here? Surely the plan for the church is neither rocket science nor hard for a Christian to get on board with (Go make disciples of all nations in the name of our Lord Jesus). Maybe we are confusing people with what we are on about?We have about 2/3 of people in church in small groups. This is terrific and makes small groups a huge asset if they are aligned with the Gospel and the overall church plan. But if they are not aligned it makes them a huge liability doesn’t it? (I wonder .. Are you small groups helping or hindering your church?)Well despite having 2/3 of people in small groups for some reason only 2 in 5 (43%) are able to say that they are spending time in devotion most days in the weekPerhaps this is why only about 1/3 of people can say that they have experience “much growth in faith due to this congregation” over the past 12 monthsMaybe not surprising that only about ¼ can say they give 10% or more regularly (overestimate). 2/5 have actually invited someone in last 12 months, 1 in 5 looking for opportunities to share their faith… and we are typically very low in reaching outside our church.By the way do you know which question of all the questions best correlates with increased level of “newcomers” (as defined by people who were not in ANY church 5 years ago)?..... Have actually invited someone to church … (not rocket science)Our question was “is there one question or area that would seem to be more important to be effective in Christian Ministry” and we hypothesised, informed by our knowledge of the scriptures, that the question at 6 o’clock would be the one – people who were growing in their faith, In their love for Jesus, might be what we would want to see. So we investigated this more and looked at all people (across the Sydney Diocese – 30,000 people = ½ of Sydney Anglicans did the NCLS survey) and how they answered this question and then how they answered the three questions in the bottom left. What we found might be expected ….



Focus of Effective Ministry
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4 x 4 x 4 

2. Greet / Meet / Integrate

1. Grow / Train / Appoint

3. Transition / 
Relocation / Invitation

+1x

+1x

+1.5x

4. Youth Programs

Disciple-Making Disciples

+0.5x

http://www.cmd.training/
http://www.effectiveministry.org/


Remember – what you choose to do 
informs people what you think is 

important … and influences culture / 
DNA

10:31 So, whether you eat or drink, or whatever you do, do all to the glory of God. 
32 Give no offense to Jews or to Greeks or to the church of God, 33 just as I try to 
please everyone in everything I do, not seeking my own advantage, but that of 

many, that they may be saved.
11:1 Be imitators of me, as I am of Christ. (1 Corinthians, ESV)

www.cmd.training / www.effectiveministry.org 35



• Acknowledging
• Culture = the way we do things

• Choice 
• Imitation

• Leadership key
• Discipling is intentional

• Sometimes done corporately
• Sometimes done personally



www.cmd.training 37

• Every member culture

Building a Discipling Culture



• Acknowledging
• Culture = the way we do things

• Choice 
• Imitation

• Discipling is intentional
• Sometimes done corporately
• Sometimes done personally

• In His kindness God has given us:
• His Word
• His Spirit
• His people

• We are going to need to be able to:
• Disciple
• Disciple through others
• Lead the church through others
• Serve the Lord through others

• We are going to need to become equippers of others as church leaders
• What could that look like?

• We are going to need to equip our apprentices to be equippers of others

Some thoughts on a Discipling culture



Effectiveness
Page 3

What are the most important activities for you to focus on?

Is there anything that you should stop focussing on?

www.cmd.training 39

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a few moments to complete the table on page 6 of your workbooks – reflecting on your pre-work and the effective ministry work and your specific context – what are the more important activities for you to focus on over the coming 6 months. Are there things you need to drop?



What do you think is most 
important in achieving 
personal effectiveness?

Saying “NO” gives greater value to your “YES”
THB

www.cmd.training 40

Bringing Out Wisdom on 
Effectiveness



The First Three Habits

• Private Victories
• Be Proactive – Start Now
• Begin with the End in Mind – Vision / Strategies

• Inspiring a shared vision
• Setting small wins

• Put First Things First
• Important / Urgent

41Adapted from “The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People” by Stephen R Covey 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 7 habits of highly effective people was not written by a Christian but has some very helpful wisdom regarding effectiveness. We are just going to use his first three habits today which are covered in the book by the term “private victories”



3. Put First Things First
Page 5

42
Stephen Covey’s Time Management Matrix

Urgent
Im

po
rt

an
t

N
ot

 Im
po

rt
an

t
Not Urgent

I II

III IV

• Crisis
• Pressing Problems
• Deadline – driven 

projects, meetings, 
preparations

• Preparation
• Prevention
• Values Clarification
• Planning
• Relationship building
• True re-creation
• Empowerment

• Interruptions, some 
phone calls

• Some mail, some reports
• Some meetings
• Many proximate, 

pressing matters
• Many popular activities

• Trivia, busywork
• Some phone calls
• Time waters
• “Escape” activities
• Irrelevant mail
• Excessive TV / 

internet



3. Put First Things First

www.cmd.training 43

Allocate some of your behaviours / activities to the 4 quadrants

Urgent
Im

po
rt

an
t

N
ot

 Im
po

rt
an

t
Not Urgent

I II

III IV



What is Important for you?

Page 6

www.cmd.training

44

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cannot be mindful of the Urgent / Important matrix if we have not considered the most important things that deserve our time. Because we have a purpose to make disciples and disciplers – then some of the most important considerations of time allocation will be to people.



What is Important?
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Spend a few moments identifying the most important areas of my life  (Page 10)

(NB – example next slide)

What are the things you 
must do / relationships you 

must serve?

1.

2.

3.

Personal
What are the activities you 

must prioritise?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Strategic (work)
Who are the people you 

must prioritise?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

People (personal / work)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have already spent some time thinking about key things (pre-work / effective ministry) – now use the chart on page 10 to identify those things that warrant priority on your timeMake strategic activities about your ministries / work – but when you think about people ensure that you cover both work and personal



What is Important?
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Spend a few moments identifying the most important areas of my life

What are the things 
you must do / 
relationships you must 
serve?

1. Devotion

2. Spouse / Family

3. Exercise / rest

Personal
What are the activities 
you must prioritise?

1. Sermon

2. Vision

3. Small Groups (Leader 
/ leaders)

4. Welcoming / Sharing

5. Youth / Children etc

6. Engaging with the 
congregation

Strategic
Who are the people you 
must prioritise?

1. Spouse

2. Child

3. Staff - clergy

4. Staff - admin

5. Staff - PT

6. Lay Leader

7. Lay Leader

8. Lay Leader

People

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is a crude effort which I’ll leave on the screen that might help



Discipling People!

47

Who and What?

Work for Possible Follow up – page 7
Who are your Leaders?

Leaders How are they gifted? What could they lead? How much time do I 
allocate?

When will we meet?

Leader 7

Leader 8

Leader 1

Leader 2

Leader 4

Leader 3

Leader 5

Leader 6



We understand important – now how do we stay with 
important?

Page 8

www.cmd.training 48



Scheduling

• Planning the available time to achieve 
your goals
• Realistic achievement
• Avoid / plan around over-

commitment
• Most effective use of time

• Time for priority tasks
• Plan contingency for the 

unplanned

www.cmd.training 49



“Don’t prioritise your schedule – schedule  
your priorities!”

Monthly planning

• Monthly
• See template pages 10 - 11
• MS Word templates

• Allocate time for important things 
first:

• Key tasks and activities 
• Key people 
• Time with yourself

• Planning / maintenance tasks
• Discretionary time
• Creativity needs time
• Rest

• URGENT??
• Schedule it

www.cmd.training 50



“Don’t prioritise your schedule – schedule  
your priorities!”

1. Allocate time for all tasks needed to be achieved

Effective Ministry Under God (EMuG) 51

Key Goals / Tasks

Identify time 
required :
•to achieve goals / 
component goals

•for key tasks / sub-
tasks

Not urgent / 
Important
Devotion

Leadership Function / People

Discipleship
Coaching 
meetings / Check 
in
Meetings
Strategic Time

Planning

Scheduling for 
next period
Weekly plan & 
review / reflection
Email time
Urgent?
Reading time
Rest

Contingency 

Allowing for 
interruptions
(interruption log 
required?)

Discretionary 

Things you want 
to do

1. List out all activities that need to be achieved and time required
2. Allocate time into the monthly planner

• Set aside time each month to re-do scheduling
• Be mindful to schedule tasks at times according to optimal times of energy (eg

complicated tasks in the morning) 



Scheduling
2. Clearing Space

www.cmd.training / www.effectiveministry.org 52

It is not unusual to find that there is too much 
to do and not sufficient space is available for 
discretionary activities.
Use delegation and the removal of tasks to 
create space  (see module on Delegation)

Key 
Tasks

Delegate
To Others
(Important)

Drop non-
key tasks



Weekly Scheduling
Page 12

www.cmd.training 53

July August
Time Sun - 29 Mon - 30 Tue - 31 Wed - 1 Thu - 2 Fri - 3 Sat - 4

am Planning Planning Planning
:30
am
:30
am
:30
PM Email Email Email Email
:30
PM
:30
PM
:30
PM
:30
PM
:30 Email / Next Day Email / Next Day Email / Next Day
PM
:30
PM
:30
PM
:30

Planning

Day Off

No Phone or 
emails

Plan Next Week
Divert Phone & 
Out of Office

2

3

4

1

9

10

11

12

5

6

7

Weekly and Monthly planning


Schedule

								Time Scheduling Template



																				

: v1.2 - Updated for Excel 2007 compatibility
v1.3 - Better printing, different color scheme
v1.4 - Changed cell borders for better flexibility		

: Limited Use Policy
You may download this template free of charge, make archival copies, and customize the template for personal use only. This template or any document including or derived from this template may NOT be sold, distributed, or placed on a public server such as the internet without the express written permission of Vertex42 LLC.


No Warranties
THE SOFTWARE AND ANY RELATED DOCUMENTATION ARE PROVIDED TO YOU "AS IS." VERTEX42, LLC MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL REPRESENTATIONS, ORAL OR WRITTEN, TERMS, CONDITIONS, AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NONINFRINGEMENT. WITHOUT LIMITING THE ABOVE YOU ACCEPT THAT THE SOFTWARE MAY NOT MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, OPERATE ERROR FREE, OR IDENTIFY ANY OR ALL ERRORS OR PROBLEMS, OR DO SO ACCURATELY. This Agreement does not affect any statutory rights you may have as a consumer.

Some states do not allow the limitation or exclusion of liability for incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation may not apply to you.

Limitation of Liability
IN NO EVENT SHALL VERTEX42, LLC BE LIABLE TO YOU, FOR ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY LOST PROFITS, LOST SAVINGS, OR ANY OTHER DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING FROM THE USE OR THE INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE (EVEN IF WE OR AN AUTHORIZED DEALER OR DISTRIBUTOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF THESE DAMAGES), OR ANY MISTAKES AND NEGLIGENCE IN DEVELOPING THIS SOFTWARE, OR FOR ANY CLAIM BY ANY OTHER PARTY. THE ORGANIZATION, BUSINESS, OR PERSON USING THIS SOFTWARE BEARS ALL RISKS AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Somes states do not allow the limitation or exclusion of liability for incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation may not apply to you.

		Year: 2012						Week:		5						[42]



								Month:		July				Start Time:

																				Week

		2-Week Work Schedule

		July 29, 2012 - 

		August 11, 2012





		[42]

						July						August						

		Time				Sun - 29		Mon - 30		Tue - 31		Wed - 1		Thu - 2		Fri - 3		Sat - 4

		9		am				Planning		Planning		Planning		Planning		Day Off

No Phone or emails

				:30

		10		am

				:30

		11		am

				:30

		12		PM				Email		Email		Email		Email

				:30

		1		PM

				:30

		2		PM

				:30

		3		PM

				:30

		4		PM										Plan Next Week
Divert Phone & Out of Office

				:30				Email / Next Day		Email / Next Day		Email / Next Day

		5		PM

				:30

		6		PM

				:30

		7		PM

				:30

		[42]																

		Time				Sun - 5		Mon - 6		Tue - 7		Wed - 8		Thu - 9		Fri - 10		Sat - 11

		9		am

				:30

		10		am

				:30

		11		am

				:30

		12		PM

				:30

		1		PM

				:30

		2		PM

				:30

		3		PM

				:30

		4		PM

				:30

		5		PM

				:30

		6		PM

				:30

		7		PM

				:30



1

2

3

4

5



Formulas

		Date and Time Formulas

																				June 2012

				Today's Date				Month Names						time		10				S		M		T		W		Th		F		Sa

				5/15/19				January						week		5														1		2

				5				February						month		7				3		4		5		6		7		8		9

				May				March						year		2012				10		11		12		13		14		15		16

				2019				April						monthName		July				17		18		19		20		21		22		23

								May						startDate		7/1/12				24		25		26		27		28		29		30

								June						startDayOfWeek		1																

								July						prevMonth		6/1/12

								August						prevMonthName		June				July 2012

								September						nextMonth		8/1/12				S		M		T		W		Th		F		Sa

								October						nextMonthName		August				1		2		3		4		5		6		7

								November												8		9		10		11		12		13		14

								December												15		16		17		18		19		20		21

																				22		23		24		25		26		27		28

																				29		30		31								

																																

		WeekNo		Sun		Mon		Tue		Wed		Thu		Fri		Sat

				1		2		3		4		5		6		7				August 2012

		1		1		2		3		4		5		6		7				S		M		T		W		Th		F		Sa

		2		8		9		10		11		12		13		14										1		2		3		4

		3		15		16		17		18		19		20		21				5		6		7		8		9		10		11

		4		22		23		24		25		26		27		28				12		13		14		15		16		17		18

		5		29		30		31		1		2		3		4				19		20		21		22		23		24		25

		6		5		6		7		8		9		10		11				26		27		28		29		30		31		

		7		12		13		14		15		16		17		18																

		Start_Times		Hours		ampm

		12:00 AM		12		am

		1:00 AM		1		am

		2:00 AM		2		am

		3:00 AM		3		am

		4:00 AM		4		am

		5:00 AM		5		am

		6:00 AM		6		am

		7:00 AM		7		am

		8:00 AM		8		am

		9:00 AM		9		am

		10:00 AM		10		am

		11:00 AM		11		am

		12:00 PM		12		PM

		1:00 PM		1		PM

		2:00 PM		2		PM

		3:00 PM		3		PM

		4:00 PM		4		PM

		5:00 PM		5		PM

		6:00 PM		6		PM

		7:00 PM		7		PM

		8:00 PM		8		PM

		9:00 PM		9		PM

		10:00 PM		10		PM

		11:00 PM		11		PM

		12:00 AM		12		am

		1:00 AM		1		am

		2:00 AM		2		am

		3:00 AM		3		am

		4:00 AM		4		am

		5:00 AM		5		am

		6:00 AM		6		am

		7:00 AM		7		am

		8:00 AM		8		am

		9:00 AM		9		am

		10:00 AM		10		am

		11:00 AM		11		am

		12:00 PM		12		PM

		1:00 PM		1		PM

		2:00 PM		2		PM

		3:00 PM		3		PM

		4:00 PM		4		PM

		5:00 PM		5		PM
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Follow up
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Pages 14 / 15

• Have a go at planning your next month 
• Allocate time for key requirements

• Then take your diary and plan the week (during your weekly planning 
time)

• Do this for a whole month and consider how you might adjust moving 
forward

• Feel free to contact CMD for assistance in reflection
• info@cmd.training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the short workshop this will be take home time – in the full workshop this will be done in the workshopIf finishing here – turn to outside back cover action plan

mailto:info@cmd.training
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
IN short course – this is notes of hints for youIn the longer course draw out helpful hints from the audience -  either as a group or in workshops	might be helpful to do it by topic as listed in the workbook – pages 16 - 18



Reading

• Wisdom in Leadership (the how and why of leading 
the people you serve) – Craig Hamilton (Matthias)

• What’s best next (how the Gospel transforms the 
way you get things done) – Matt Perman

• 7 Habits of Highly Effective People – Stephen Covey
• The One Minute Manager meets the Monkey – Ken 

Blanchard

www.cmd.training 56



Tips to Plan the day
• Get the timing right.

• Devotion time

• Morning is the time for hard work – don’t schedule meetings for the first two hours

• Do the most important things at the start of the day

• Save easier tasks for the end of the day

• Know when NOT to work – (full capacity kills productivity)

• Interesting work, meetings and social events can take place in off-peak time. 

• Have work-breaks to overcome fatigue.

• Lunch, walk, 20 minute snooze?

• Living 100% in the present improves your work output.

www.cmd.training 57



Email does not run your life!
• Send Less

• Use the phone
• Hold for meetings (batch)

• Batch your time
• “I’m not sitting around waiting to answer an email”
• Turn off email alert

• Send better emails
• It is not an sms / text / chat

• Action
• Delete it
• File it (information only)
• Do it (2 minute rule??)
• Delegate it

www.cmd.training 58



Filing in the bin – a disposal logic

• Does it require action on my part? 

• Does it exist elsewhere?

• Is it outdated? 

• Will I really use it again? 

• Are there governance requirements? (tax / legal)? 

• What’s the worst thing that could happen if I don’t have this info? 

• Does anyone else need this info?

www.cmd.training 59



Tips for managing the Calendar

• Let someone else control your calendar

• Schedule in advance
• See scheduling

• Add a meeting as soon as you know about it.

• Make appointments with yourself

• Write dates for follow-up on calendar. 

• Include personal deadlines.

• Have one master calendar.  

www.cmd.training 60



Tips for the Phone

• Telephone is a great time-saving tool in the right hands.

• Short, clear message 

• Plan your calls

• Set aside a period of time for making and if possible, receiving calls? 

• Turn it off?

• Timing for each call

• Set up a call back system

• (If it will take a while ….Can I call you back (appoint))

• (Smile  on the phone)
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Tips for dealing with Interruptions

• Set a time limit and stick to it.

• Have a clock available .

• Set the stage in advance :  You are very busy & need time to do ….

• With casual droppers-in, try remaining standing.

• Meet in other person’s office (space).

• Get visitors to the point.

• Be ruthless with time but gracious with people.

• Use a call-back system for telephone calls. 

Effective Ministry Under God (EMuG) 62“Fierce Conversations”



Day off management

• “I know it is your day off but ……”

• Who can they contact (alternative contact)?
• Call me Monday / Tuesday after…..

• Do not be afraid to say you are doing something important

• Voice mail
• Out of office

www.cmd.training 63



Working with Teams

www.cmd.training 64





5 Dysfunctions of a team



Trust



What to do to correct Dysfunctions?

• Trust: 
• A shared History. 
• Being open about Strengths and Weaknesses. 
• Who am I? 

• OPQ – Relationships with People. Thinking Style. Emotional disposition.
• 360 feedback

• Vulnerability. (What question don’t you want me to ask you?).
• What I value in you is ….

• Sharing authority / responsibility
• Recognising expertise - ask
• Ask for help
• Leadership that builds trust…..
• ?



Conflict



What to do to correct Dysfunctions?

• Conflict:
• Passive Aggression
• Expect and explore differences
• Identify the source of conflict.
• Give Time for reflection and Time for Resolution.
• Destructive v Constructive conflict.
• Conflict models
• Leaders model – curiosity, problem solving, helpful contrary views
• ?



Commitment



What to do to correct Dysfunctions?

• Commitment
• Ensure Clarity

• Strategic intent and purpose
• Rules of engagement
• Way forward…. Make decisions

• What did we decide at this meeting?
• What will we tell others?’

• Ensure Buy-In
• Roles
• How roles fit in / value

• Explain
• Skills gifting appreciated
• Problem solve

• Dysfunction 4 is guaranteed if no commitment
• ?



Accountability



What to do to correct Dysfunctions?

• Accountability
• Honesty
• Expectation – Evaluation – Consequence Management
• Peer pressure
• Recognition
• accountability
• Accountability is made a part of your meetings.
• Team rewards.
• ?



Results / Outcomes



What to do to correct Dysfunctions?

• Results / outcomes
• Clarity/Clarity/Clarity
• Talk about results

• Inputs 
• Outputs
• Stories – request stories

• Prioritise tasks/goals
• collective

• Scoreboard/Dashboard
• Reflection and Review
• Celebration and affirmation
• ?
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Ministry Dashboard - CMD
Church:

Date Adults Child/ youth Date Annual $ Date Visitors
Retained 
Visitors

New Christian 
Course 

attendees
Conversions

# in small 
groups

Leaders in 
training

# Leaders 
(Disciplers)

Mar-19                    105                      20 Mar-19  $        200,000 Mar-19                      20                      12                        8                        2                      64                        3                        9 
Target Target Target

Visitors as % of 
Adults

Retention rate 
of Visitors

New Xn Course 
attendance as % 

of Visitors

Conversion rate 
vs course 
attendees

Growth 
Opportunity 
Leadership

Leaders vs 
small group 

members
16.0% 60.0% 40.0% 25.0% 33.3% 14.1%

Target
Conversion 

compared to 
Visitors Target
10.0%

Attendance Offertory Pathway
Sample



Workshop
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What does an effective 
meeting look like?

www.cmd.training / www.effectiveministry.org 79



Daily Check-in
Share daily schedules and activities

Weekly Tactical
Review weekly activities and metrics, and resolve tactical 
obstacles and issues

Monthly Strategic (or ad hoc strategic)
Discuss, analyze, brainstorm and decide upon critical 
issues affecting long term success

Quarterly Off-site Review
Review strategy, competitive landscape, industry trends, 
key personnel, team development

DEATH BY MEETING
Patrick Lencioni

Source: sourced from https://www.tablegroup.com/imo/media/doc/Death_by_Meeting_The_Four_Meetings.pdf 15th May 2019

https://www.tablegroup.com/imo/media/doc/Death_by_Meeting_The_Four_Meetings.pdf


Meetings

• Identifying different types of meetings
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtrwRaLd5sM
• Preparation!
• Priorities – what absolutely must be covered?
• Results – what do you need to accomplish at the meeting?
• Participants – who needs to attend the meeting for it to be successful?
• Sequence – in what order will you cover the topics?
• Timing – how much time will spend on each topic?
• Date and time – when will the meeting take place?
• Place – where will the meeting take place?
• Follow-up
• Technology

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtrwRaLd5sM


Meetings as time wasters
• Say ‘No’ to a meeting where you are not required – set a precedent (with care)

• Agenda should be definite.  

• Every one should receive the agenda and relevant papers well in advance.

• Expect them to be read / ready to discuss & decide / low tolerance

• Start on time

• Decisions / outputs / next steps

• Real debate on real topics – (TRUTH)

• Do not relive decisions (unless situation / information changes)

• Expect next steps to be done - follow up next time

• Allocate responsibility at the meeting

• Minutes – decisions and expectations / promptly

• There should be a finishing time for meeting. 
www.cmd.training / www.effectiveministry.org 82

Average salary $100k
8 people and meeting goes one hour longer

$533 wasted

Do you waste much per week?



Meeting Thoughts

• Guidelines - Agree
• “Silence means consent”

• Debate with truth
• “Absence means …..”?
• “Cabinet solidarity”

• The decision of the team is supported 
• Phones and computers?

• Complete attention
• Our meetings will always include….

• Eg devotion, prayer, testimony etc
• Roles
• Post meeting evaluation?

• Parking Lot
• Avoid distractions / tangents but 

don’t lose good ideas

www.cmd.training 83
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